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 The Oriente, or Amazonian lowland region, is often excluded from analysis in 
sociolinguistic surveys of Ecuador as an area without a stable, representative Spanish dialect. 
Non-indigenous Spanish monolinguals here tend to be classified as immigrants who speak 
imported regional varieties, while indigenous inhabitants are wholly dismissed as non-native 
Spanish speakers (e.g. Aguirre 2000; Lipski 1994). In the upper Napo River region, however, 
there are certain locally idiosyncratic phonetic traits frequently cited by residents as 
representing a distinctly “Amazonian” Spanish.  
 A long and complicated history of Spanish-Kichwa language contact has shaped the 
local varieties of both languages (Muysken 2000; Orr & Wrisely 1965). But while some 
Kichwa-influenced Spanish features are celebrated as examples of the region’s hybrid cultural 
wealth, others are denigrated as evidence of half-bred linguistic deficiency. In other words, 
while some local Spanish features have become iconic of a collective, ethnically neutral 
Amazonian “accent,” others have become signals of bilingual interference and labeled “bad 
Spanish,” the speech style of a benighted native Kichwa ethnic group. In this context, popular 
evaluations of marked Spanish variants have important effects on their frequencies of use, 
social regulation and persistence across speaker generations.  
 This paper focuses on language practices and metalinguistic commentary surrounding 
two especially salient phonetic variables that iconify Indian “bad Spanish” and Amazonian 
“accent” in the Upper Napo, respectively. The linguistic data are taken from recorded 
ethnographic interviews among indigenous Kichwa bilinguals. Combining analytical tools of 
sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology, this study looks to the effects of language 
ideologies and discourses of ethnic identity on observable language change. By focusing on the 
ongoing process of dialect formation it challenges a prescriptivist view of language contact, 
calling into question common linguistic oppositions between dialects and other, intermediate 
forms that are often dismissed as unsystematic “interlects” (Lipski 1994) and “interlanguages” 
(Selinker 1972).  
 
 


